The basic objectives of future Internet are to increase the network capacity, to offer practically differentiated services for traffic with different requirements such as real-time and non-real-time services. These objectives introduce very strict requirements for the traffic control system and lead to the establishment of the differentiated services (Diff-Serv). So far, several Diff-Serv schemes are proposed, and the concepts of drop and delay priorities are explicitly or implicitly discussed in all these schemes. These two priorities are of different importance to different service requirements, and strongly interrelated. They deduce an important issue in the optimization of Internet. However, the relationship between these two priorities is rare mentioned and hence remains an open problem. This paper presents a fuzzy approach to treat this key but tough issue. Specifically, differentiated service scheme with feedback charging information is studied in more detail to illustrate the implement of the new approach. Simulation shows that the approach is efficient and promising.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is at a phase of great changes. There are several stringent and new requirements for the networks because of two reasons: the invasion of new users, and the rapid development of new applications. These requirements mean that network capacity must rapidly be increased, real-time service has to be fundamentally improved, and a feasible charging scheme must be introduced, which falls into the QoS management domain. This has led to the founding of IETF Differentiated Services (Diff-Serv) Working Group (DSWG). Basically, Diff-Serv [1, [4] [5] [6] 9 ] effort tries to provide a natural evolution path from the current best effort environment to a new environment capable to provide differentiated services without complicated network functions. According to Diff-Serv concept, it is not necessary to perform a unique QoS reservation for each flow. Within the Diff-Serv framework, IPv4 TOP octet, or the IPv6 Traffic Class octet, is used to mark a packet to receive a particular forwarding treatment, or per-hop behavior (PHB), at each network node. DSWG will standardize a common layout to be used for both octets, called the DS byte, and finalize boundary mechanisms and traffic conditioners that are needed at the network boundaries.
So far, several independent and different Diff-Serv themes are proposed. Simple Differential Services divides the DS field into a 2-bit delay indication field and a 3-bit drop preference field. The proposal recommends that the packets be mapped into four separate Class Based Queueing (CBQ) output queues based on the delay indication value. A Two Bit Differentiated Services Architecture for the Internet [7] is another proposal. Each sub-proposal used one bit of the DS and can be implemented with a set of similar mechanisms. One bit is allocated for the premium bit P and another one for the Assured bit A. Packets marked with Premium bit are targeted for real-time traffic and packets with Assured bit for better than best-effort service. Neither the queueing management algorithm nor the access node functions are specified in the above two proposals. Simple Integrated Media Access (SIMA) [11, 16] introduces a complete scheme with detailed access node as well as core node functions. This theme splits the DS byte into a 3-bit priority field and a 1-bit real-time/non-real-time indication. One of the SIMA characteristics is that it introduces an easy way of charging. However, with guaranteed service the user must first predict the parameters of the flow, which is not easy even for an expert. Another Diff-Serv scheme with complete implement functions is recently proposed by the authors of this paper called Differentiated Service Scheme with Feedback Charging Information (FCI). According to the FCI concept, each user shall define only two issues before a connection establishment: a normal (best effort) or a preference service and the selection between real-time and non-real-time service classes. A user needs not to predict the parameters of the flow, neither the situation of the networks. The system charges its users according to the actual service provided. FCI service can alarm its user whenever a heavy extra toll occurs, which could be meaningful to both the users and Internet service providers (ISPs). FCI scheme is significantly different from the existing proposals and its strength lies in a good combination of multiple control objectives, i.e., practicality, optimality, comprehensiveness, simplicity, consistency, robustness, fairness and a logical charging way.
The concepts of drop and delay priorities are explicitly or implicitly discussed in all Diff-Serv schemes mentioned above. Drop priority describes the risk degree for a packet to be discarded, whereas delay priority indicates the risk degree for a packet to be delayed. These two priorities are of different importance to different service requirements, and strongly interrelated. They deduce an important issue in the optimization of Internet. However, the relationship between these two priorities is rare mentioned and hence remains an open problem. Most of the schemes treat this issue by focusing on one priority and placing the strict queueing mechanism, which may doubtless distress the other priority. This paper presents a fuzzy approach [3, 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] to balance the relationship of drop and delay priorities. Specifically, the FCI concept is studied in more detail to illustrate the implement of the fuzzy control. In the following sections, we first address some backgrounds on both Diff-Serv schemes and fuzzy control, then introduce the fuzzy scheduling of differentiated in the FCI, and finally give a numerical example to illustrate the implement of the fuzzy approach.
SOME BACKGROUNDS DiffServ Schemes and etc.
The DS (Diff-Serv) byte overrides existing definitions of the IPv4 TOS byte overrides existing definitions of the IPv4 TOS octet and the IPv6 [2] Traffic Class octet. Six bits are used as a DS codepoint (DSCP) to select the per-hop behavior (PHB) a packet experiences at each node whereas two bits are Currently Unused (CU). Table 1 shows the DS byte structure. FCI is a complete Diff-Serv scheme with detailed access node as well as core node functions, in which, there are totally four types of service (TOS), i.e., real-time flow with preference service selection, real-time flow with normal service selection, non-real-time flow with preference service selection and non-time flow with normal service selection. According to the FCI concept, the four TOS are identified as 11, 10, 01 and 00, respectively.
The DS bytes in the FCI theme are shown in Table 2 . According to this table, one can understand that bit 0 at a DS byte indicates if the packet is real-time one, and bit 1 indicates if it is a preference service. Bits 0 and 1 are referred to as the TOS bits in the FCI concept. There are four buffers in every SBAU, called buffer 00, 01, 10 and 11 that is used to contain the four types of packets corresponding to their DSCP, respectively. A coming packet is scheduled to the corresponding buffer according to it TOS bits, and this packet is discarded whenever at this time instant its buffer is full. All the four buffers may apply the First In First Out (FIFO) principle. In order that the realtime requirement is satisfied, all packets (or cells) in the real-time buffer shall be transmitted before any packets (or cells) in the non-realtime buffer. This is the reason why the four types of service 11, 10, 01 and 00 are ordered as to the preference levels from 3 to 0. In addition, to obtain a small delay and delay variation, the real-time buffer is relatively small whereas the non-real-time buffer has to be much larger.
SIMA scheme [11, 16] has a similar scheduling and buffering unit (SBU) at each core node of the networks. There are two buffers in the SBU, entitled as real-time or non-real-time buffer respectively. All the packets that have been accepted in the scheduling unit are located in either the real-time or non-real-time buffer, no matter which drop levels (there are 8 drop levels in SIMA concept) they are with. Both buffers apply the FIFO principle. Same reason as in FCI concept, the real-time buffer is relatively small whereas the non-real-time buffer has to be much larger. All packets in the real-time buffer are transmitted before any packet in the non-real-time buffer.
In FCI concept, there are 2 drop priorities, i.e., preference and normal services, and 2 delay priorities, i.e., real-time and non-real-time services. Whereas in SIMA concept, there are 8 drop priorities and 2 delay priorities that are real-time and non-real-time services too. However, according to the FCI and SIMA schemes, the attention on the relationship between the drop and delay priorities is not seriously paid. They all simply apply the currently prevalent strict-priority-queueing discipline, i.e., server the non-real-time packets only after all the real-time packets are served. This mechanism pays more attention on the delay priority and hence may doubtless distress the another priority, i.e., the drop priority.
For example, in FCI, because the real-time packets with normal service selection receive preference service over the non-real-time packets with preference service selection, it is very possible that all the non-real-time (both preference and normal services) packets are blocked to some degrees, which offends the fairness principle. It is logical that a packet marked with preference choice should be of the same importance no matter if it is a real-time application, whereas with normal choice the same. In other words, service type 11 and 01 are the same important from the drop point of view, and 10 and 00 the same. Similar explanation to this issue in SIMA concept holds. The issue concerning the relationship of drop priority and delay priority not only exists in FCI and SIMA, but also in all the other existing Diff-Serv schemes. This open and general problem in the Diff-Serv domain will be examined and solved using fuzzy approach discussed in this paper.
Fuzzy Control Mechanism
Fuzzy control systems [3] are rule-based systems in which a set of so-called fuzzy rules represents a control decision mechanism to adjust the effects of certain causes coming from the system. The aim of fuzzy control systems is normally to substitute for or replace a skilled human operator with a fuzzy rule-based system. Specifically, based on the current state of a system, an inference engine equipped with a fuzzy rule base determines an on-line decision to adjust the system behavior in order to guarantee that it is optimal in some certain senses.
There are generally two kinds of fuzzy logic controllers. One is feedback controller, which is not suitable for the high performance communication networks. Another one, which is used in this paper, is shown in Figure 1 . The output of the fuzzy logic controller in Figure  1 is used to tune the controlled system's parameters based on the state of the system. This control mechanism is different from the conventional feedback control and considered as an adaptive control.
The System under Control
Inference Engine The specific features of the fuzzy controller depend on the model under control and performance measurement. However, in principle, in the fuzzy controller we explore the implicit and explicit relationships within the system and subsequently develop the optimal fuzzy control rules as well as a knowledge base. We introduce fuzzy control to the Diff-Serv schemes based on the following observations: Normally, good Internet service requires several criteria simultaneously and the network situations, e.g., structure or load, are not available or dynamically changed. Fuzzy control is an intermediate approach between complicated analysis and simple intuition, and it can easily handle several non-linear factors and needs no detailed mathematics descriptions for the systems.
In this paper, most of the membership functions for the fuzzy sets are chosen to be triangular. We make this choice because the parametric, functional descriptions of triangular membership functions are the most economic ones. In addition, it has been proven that such membership functions can approximate any other membership function. To describe the fuzzy rules, we use ZO, PS, PM, PB to indicate zero , positive small , positive medium and positive big , unless otherwise explained.
We simulate and control queueing systems in C++ language. Mamdani implication is used to represent the meaning of if-then rules. This kind of implication is most popular in the fuzzy control field because it is computationally simple and fits various practical applications. To transform the fuzzy output into a usable crisp one, we use the height method of defuzzification because this method is also simple, fast, and has the advantage of weight counting. For more information on the implement of fuzzy control, refer to [3] .
FUZZY BALANCE OF DIFFERENNT PRIORITIES
In FCI service, strict queue discipline order the service type as 11, 10, 01 and 00. We have little doubts on the relationship that 11 is over 10 and 01 is over 00. But we do have doubts on the relationship between service type 10 and 01 according to the discussions in section 2.1. Fuzzy approach is proposed in this section to manage the service order between service types 10 and 01 in FCI. Similar ideas exist for queue management in the SBU of SIMA's core nodes.
Model Description
The controlled model is derived from the SBAU of FCI and can be re-described as in Figure 2 , which consists of two buffers. Buffer 10 contains the real-time packets with normal service selection and 01 contains the non-real-time packets with preference service selection. Both buffers have limited lengths, B 10 ≤B 01 , and all the packets at each buffer implement the FIFO discipline. The length for the real-time buffer should has a maximal limit, which can guarantee that the maximal sojourn time for a FIFO packet will not exceed the maximal tolerance time for the real-time requirement. However, the concrete determination of B 10 is out of the scope of this paper. The problem is to determine the queueing management policy, i.e., the one that dynamically output packets from either buffer 10 or 01 so as to satisfy a given optimal rule. According to the discussions in section 2.1, the given optimal rule here is that a packet marked with preference choice should be of the same importance no matter if it is a real-time application, whereas with normal choice the same.
Note that, in this model, we only examine the two buffers 10 and 01. The relationship between this mode and the SBAU mechanism (refer to Figure 1 ) for an FCI core node is that, the packets in buffer 11 have higher service priority over those in buffers 10 and 01, whereas the packets in buffer 00 have less service priority. In addition, this model can be applied to the SBU mechanism (refer to Figure 2 ) of SIMA service, with a little technical treatments. 
Architecture of the Fuzzy Logic Controller
The state of the system can be described by (s 10 ,s 01 ), where s 10 =0,1,2,...,B 10 , and s 01 =0,1,2,...,B 01 , is the number of packets in buffer 10 and 01, respectively. Obviously, x=s 10 +s 01 =0,1,2,...,B 10 +B 01 is the number of total packets in the system. The state of the system changes at each packet arrival and departure. Without loss of generality, we restrict the decision epochs at which waiting packets are selected to the transition epochs of the system state.
When the departure channel is not available, a packet at this node cannot be sent off. Hence, the decision epochs are, therefore, the times when a packet arrives in a empty buffer with departure channel available or leaves the node with packets in the buffers.
According to the given optimal rule addressed in above section, we directly write the crisp rules for the state x=s 10 We choose the numbers of packets in buffers 10 and 01, s 10 =0,1,2,...,B 10 and s 01 =0,1,2,...,B 01 , as fuzzy inputs. The fuzzy output is the decision d=10 or 01, which indicates a packet from buffer 10 or 01 is selected to output. The universes of discourse for the fuzzy inputs s 10 and s 01 are [0,6], whereas for the output d is [1, 2] . Combining with the crisp rules as previously discussed, we develop a rule base shown in Table 3 , where * for the fuzzy output d means that nothing is selected. The membership functions for the fuzzy inputs s i , i=01 and 10, are shown in Figures 3(a) , and for the fuzzy output in 5, respectively. The rule base is quite intuitive. At one hand, when there are many packets in the real-time buffer whereas there are relatively not many packets in the non-real-time, to avoid long delay, a real-time packet is sent off. At another hand, otherwise, a non-real-time packet is sent off. Finally, when both buffer are with similar occupancy, we should observe if the buffers are approaching full usage. If both queues are short, a real-time packet is sent off because in this case delay priority is of more importance, otherwise a non-real-time packet is sent off because now the drop priory is more important. To sum up, whenever the non-real-time packets with preference face little risk of being discarded, the delay priority of real-time packets is more important, otherwise less attention is paid. Fuzzy rules effectively treat the nonlinearity here, which is one of the biggest advantages of this intelligent approach.
Because the lengths of both buffers are limited, it is easy to answer the questions of how big is "big" for the length of the queues, i.e., fuzzy set PB for the fuzzy inputs s 10 and s 01 with membership grade 1.0 is fixed by B 10 and B 01 , respectively. This observation is useful to define the scaling factors for the fuzzy parameters.
Now we determine the fuzzy membership functions for the fuzzy variables. We observe that the packet sojourn time increases with the number of packets in the system as the sequence 1,3,6, , which is given by s j =s j-1 +i, s 0 =0, j=1,2, This is because one customer in the system incurs a sojourn time proportional to the service time. If there are s=2 packets, the second packet has to stay in the system until his predecessor is serviced and then he is serviced. Thus, if the service times were deterministic, the second customer would wait for two service times until he exits the system, to which we add the service time of the first packet and obtain 3. In other words, the latter a packet comes, the bigger the effect on the decision is. Therefore we devise the fuzzy membership functions for s i , i=10,01, as in Figure 3(a) .
Within the framework of this fuzzy controller, there exists an extreme situation. When the system load is very heavy and both buffers are full occupied, it is possible that the real-time packets are delayed longer than the maximal tolerance time for the real-time requirement (refer to the above discussions). This situation is unexpected. However, it does not harm the implementation of the fuzzy approach due to the following observations: Firstly, this situation is less likely occurs in one core node and hence least likely in all the core nodes across the whole link, which then will not harm the real-time requirement. Second, even the least likely occurred situation occurs, the benefit is that the drop priority is satisfied. Between a real-time packet with normal service choice and a non-real-time packet with preference service choice, the latter has priority.
A Numerical Example
The controlled model is shown in Figure 4 , where the lengths of the two buffers are: B 01 =50 and B 10 =5. The problem is to determine the queueing management policy using fuzzy logic approach.
We determine the optimal policy from the architecture of the fuzzy logic controller (refer to Figure 3 ). The algorithm is outlined as follows.
(a) Scaling factors for both fuzzy inputs s 01 and s 10 are first determined. From the above discussion that fuzzy set PB for the fuzzy inputs s 10 and s 01 with membership grade 1.0 is fixed by B 10 and B 01 , and from the membership functions shown in Figure 3 , the scaling factors for s 10 and s 01 are ρ s10 =1.2 and ρ s01 =0.12, respectively. These calculations are implemented automatically by the fuzzy logic controller. (b) We start the algorithm from an initial state s 10 =s 01 =0. (c) Using the current s 10 and s 01 as crisp inputs, we determine the decision d via fuzzification, fuzzy inference (based on the rule base shown in Table 3 ) and de-fuzzification. 
=1, e
=2 and e (4) =2, and the heights of the decision are f 1 =0, f 2 =0.47, f 3 =0.20 and f 4 =0.35. By the height method [3] 
Then the decision d is 2, which means that a packet from buffer 10 is to be sent off. Following this algorithm, we obtain Figure 4 . Because Figure 6 describe the optimal decisions in all the possible states of the system, it is the optimal queue management policy to this example. This is a switching-curve policy, in the sense that, in the left-up side of this curve an 10 packet is sent off whereas in the right-down side of this curve, a 01packet is sent off. From Figure 4 , we see that among all the possible situations, the packets from buffer are most likely selected to be sent off. This guarantees the real-time requirement and similar to the strict queue policy. In fact, whenever the system load is normal, or say, not extremely heavy, this queue management policy coincides with strict queue policy. Only in some extreme cases, i.e., both buffers are fully occupied, fuzzy approach introduces a different scheduling policy where the preference service is specifically considered.
The high performance communication networks require control mechanisms as both simple and efficient as possible. Hence the queue management policy for a given node can be pre-calculated and pre-stored in a table format. For instance, the queue management policy for this example can be expressed in table format as shown in an appendix (omitted due to the limited space) of this paper. The fuzzy inference is needed whenever the parameters of a Diff-Serv core node are initialized or changed.
CONCLUSIONS
Diff-Serv specification is currently under construction and considerable work along this line needs to be done. Among which, the relationship between the drop and delay priorities remains an open problem, and great attention needs to be paid in this issue. This paper presents a fuzzy approach to treat this key but tough issue. Specifically, differentiated service scheme with feedback charging information (FCI) is studied in more detail to illustrate the implement of the new approach. Simulation shows that the approach is efficient and promising. We also draw a rule for ourselves that the proposed approach should not violate the simplicity and efficiency of Diff-Serv concept. It should note that the controlled model and corresponding fuzzy control mechanism introduced in this paper are not only active in FCI concept, but also in all the other existed Diff-Serv schemes such as SIMA and etc. with a little technical treatments.
